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ABSTRACT 
The authors find the best possible bounds for some functions of the eigenvalues 
of (A o C)C-1 (o meaning the Hadamard product) with fixed positive definite 
(or semidefinite) matrix A, and C running through the set of all positive definite 
matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall study some properties of the product (AoC)C-~ 
where A, C are (usually positive definite) matrices and o means the 
Hadamard (entrywise) product (cf. [2]). We shall denote by P,, (E) the 
set of all Hermitian positive definite (semidefinite) matrices of order n. 
In [I], the authors proved the inequality 
inf{hi,((A 0 C)C-l); C E pn} = & 
whenever A E P,. Later, a problem arose about the behavior of the function 
cp((AoC)C-I) 
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in the case that cp is some scalar function defined on the class of square 
real matrices, A is a fixed positive definite matrix, and C runs through the 
set P,. It follows easily from the Oppenheim inequality [4] that if cp means 
the determinant, then 
inf det[(A o C)C-‘1 = det(A o I). 
We intend to prove a similar result for Ek, the kth elementary symmetric 
function of the n eigenvalues, and for the maximum eigenvalue. We shall 
use several times the well-known fact [2, p. 1041 that for a rank one square 
matrix A = uv* and a square matrix B of the same order, 
A o B = D(u)BD(w)*, (1) 
where for u = (ui) etc. we use the notation D(u) = diag(ui). 
For a square matrix A of order n and a positive integer k not exceeding 
n, we shall denote by Ek(A) the kth elementary symmetric function of the 
n eigenvalues of A or, which is the same, the sum of all principal minors of 
order k in A. 
In the sequel, we shall use the following two elementary facts. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Z be a complex m x n matrix, Z* the conjugate trans- 
pose of 2. If k E (1,. . , min(m, n)} then &(ZZ*) is equal to the sum of 
squares of the moduli of all the subdeterminants of order k in Z. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the Cauchy-Binet formula. ??
LEMMAJ.2. Let C E pn, and let D be a diagonal nonsingular n x n 
matrix. If C is defined by C = DCD’, then the eigenvalues of (A o (?‘)e-’ 
are identical with those of (A o C)C-l. 
Proof. Indeed, 
(A o z;)? = D(A o C)D*(D*)-‘C-‘D-’ 
= D(A o C)C-lD-‘. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E x. Then, for k = 1,. . . , n, 
inf{&((A o C)C-l); C E Pn} = ,?&(A o I). 
??
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Proof. Let 
A = 2 Xjzjzj 
j=l 
be the spectral decomposition of A, Xj being the (nonnegative) eigenvalues 
and zj the corresponding unit eigenvectors of A. Using the notation of (1)) 
we obtain 
(A o C)C-’ = f: XjD(zj)CID(zj)]*C-l. (2) 
j=l 
Let C E P,. Then there exists a lower triangular complex matrix L such 
that C = LL*. We have thus for k E (1,. . . , n} 
Ek((A o C)C-‘) = Ek ~XjD(~j)LL*[D(~j)]*(L*)-lL-l 
where Z, = AL-‘D(xj)L and Z = (Zr Zz . . Zn) in the partitioned 
form. 
Each matrix Zj is lower triangular, and its diagonal is fiD(zj). Anal- 
ogously, let 
W = (&0(x1) &D(O) . 6dW4) 
be in partitioned form. By Lemma 1.1, 
Ek(zz*) 2 Ek(WW*). 
Therefore, 
&((A 0 c&‘-l) 2 &(A 0 1) 
by (2) applied to C = I. 
This proves the theorem, since equality is attained for C = I. 
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Let us conclude with a theorem along similar lines in which the function 
cp is the maximum or the minimum eigenvalue (which are, of course, real). 
A simple proof was communicated to the authors by C. R. Johnson [3]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E %, A = (aik). Then, with A,,,, Xmin respec- 
tively denoting the maximum and the minimum eigenvalue, 
inf{X,,,((A 0 C)C-‘); C E Pn} = &,,(A o I) 
= max aii, 
i 
sup{Xmi,((A 0 C)C-'); C E Pn} = hnin(A 0 1) 
= mm Uii. 
i 
- 
Proof. Let A E P,. When considering the set of eigenvalues of (A o 
C)CW1 for C E P,, we can restrict ourselves, by Lemma 1.2, to the case that 
C belongs to the set C, of correlation matrices of order n, i.e., matrices in 
P, with all diagonal entries one. Let thus C E C,, and let y = Bei, ei being 
the ith basic unit vector and B = C1/2 the positive definite square root 
of C. Since y has length one and the value of the inner product (B-l(A o 
C)B-ly,y) is aii, we obtain 
Similarly, 
Gi I knax (B-l(A o C)B-l) 
zz &,,((A 0 C)C-l). 
aii 2 x,i,((A o C)C-l). 
This holds for each i, so that the assertion follows. ??
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